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SUBJECT: Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP) Early Issues Discussion 
 Commission Work Session – May 22, 2013 

Executive Summary 
This memo is to update the Commission on emerging issues and proposals to improve the upcoming 
Integrated Five-Year Work Plan (IFYWP). The IFYWP provides common direction internally, and strives 
to balance stability and consistency for ACHD and its partners, while providing flexibility to ACHD in 
pursuing its mission.  After Commission feedback during the work session, staff will finalize the 
prioritization ranking (technical scores) and begin programming for the Initial Draft. The Integrated Five 
Year Work Plan schedule has been adjusted to coordinate with the preparation of the budget to 
provide a seamless transition between the fiscal years covered by the budget and the subsequent 
years being programmed in the IFYWP. 
 
FYWP Schedule and Milestones 
Significant dates for the IFYWP schedule: 

• April: Agency transportation requests submitted and processed by ACHD staff 
• May 22: Early Issues Work Session 
• Late May: Send feedback to agencies on transportation requests 
• May/June: Collaborative work with city staff on economic development submittals 
• July 17: Initial Draft IFYWP Work Session 
• August 8: Public/agency comments due 
• August 28: Work session on public/agency comments 
• September 25: Hearing for FYWP adoption 

 
Integration of the FYWP 
Historically, the FYWP has been primarily a capital planning document. While it did account for some 
maintenance and traffic efforts (contract services and materials), it did not integrate many important 
activities undertaken by the District (Operations and Maintenance), limiting any discussion of trade-
offs among various funding options and scenarios. Long term trends, such as changing maintenance 
liabilities and regulatory requirements mean that resource allocation among ACHD’s major activities  
should be planned over a longer timeframe than can be done in the two-year budget.  Funding levels 
for different activities and implications will be considered as the drafts of the IFYWP are produced and 
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reviewed.  Staff proposes to do this by identifying all major District activities, and classifying them in 
one of three categories: Operate, Maintain, and Enhance.  
 
Draft Revenue Projections 
The draft revenue projections provided by the Administration Department for the upcoming IFYWP are 
below.  These revenue projections assume the following: 

• 3.0% annual increase for property tax, registration fees, impact fees, and service and fee 
revenue 

• 2.5% annual increase for the highway user fund 
• 2% annual increase in labor and operational expenses 
• No cost share or federal grant funds 
• No carryover funds/rescheduled projects 

Fiscal 
Year 

Total 
Projected 
Revenue 

Projected 
Operational 

Budget1 

% of 
Operational 

to Total 

Projected 
Available for 
FYWP Capital 

Projects1 

% of 
Available 
Capital to 

Total 

Impact Fee 
Projected 
Revenues 

“New” VRF 
Revenue 

Projections 

2014 $80,500,000 $49,700,000 62% $30,800,000 38% $11,600,000 $4,500,000 
2015 $82,700,000 $50,900,000 62% $31,800,000 38% $11,900,000 $4,700,000 
2016 $84,900,000 $51,900,000 61% $33,000,000 39% $12,300,000 $4,800,000 
2017 $87,200,000 $53,000,000 61% $34,200,000 39% $12,600,000 $5,000,000 
2018 $89,600,000 $54,000,000 60% $35,600,000 40% $13,000,000 $5,100,000 
20192 $92,000,000 $55,100,000 60% $36,900,000 40% $13,400,000 $5,300,000 
20202 $94,500,000 $56,200,000 59% $38,300,000 41% $13,800,000 $5,400,000 

1 Revenue forecasts will be divided into Operate, Maintain, and Enhance categories in a subsequent 
iteration of the IFYWP 
2 These years would be preliminary development under proposed time horizon. 
 
The projected available funds for capital projects have been decreased approximately $500,000 
annually due to an increase in approved staffing.  Forthcoming decisions regarding salaries, insurance 
costs and priorities of implementation may further affect this number as we proceed into the drafts of 
the IFYWP. 
 
Agency Transportation Requests 
This year, ACHD received a total of 311 transportation requests from Ada County, its six cites, and the 
Boise and Meridian School Districts, including: 

• 167 community programs requests (65 school district requests) 
• 77 road project requests 
• 42 intersection project requests (10 joint ACHD/ITD intersections) 
• 14 economic development requests 
• 5 railroad crossing upgrades 

 
While many of these requests have already been identified and/or programmed in the budget, 
previous FYWP, CIP, or other planning document, some are less conventional projects that are not 
normally undertaken by ACHD (Attachment 1). These include: 

• Requests for new or realigned streets (several are requested as economic development) 
• Requests for improvements outside ACHD right-of-way (several on ITD facilities) 
• Requests for canal fencing that the canal company refused to allow 
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• Requests that otherwise merit the attention of the Commission 
 
As the Economic Development program is new this year, staff will be working with the applicants over 
the next two months to better solidify candidate projects (Attachment 2) and implementation options. 
Currently, the Capital Investment Citizens Advisory Committee (CICAC) is not meeting, and thus the 
“scoring” of the projects against the Commission approved criteria has not occurred. However, staff 
has completed a feasibility review of proposed projects and will present the first round of 
recommendations for implementation in the first draft of the IFYWP.   
 
Priority Corridor Update 
During previous FYWP efforts, the CICAC recommended and the Commission approved several priority 
corridors. Priority corridors are those corridors where significant investment has occurred, and will be 
a focus of future programming due to high prioritization. These corridors were also recommended to 
help focus resources and complete all work in a strategic way. The current status of those priority 
corridors is as follows: 

• Cloverdale, I-84/Chinden: All major intersections are complete; improvement of segments is 
slated to begin in 2016 with Franklin/Fairview and Fairview/Ustick. 

• Fairview (Linder/Orchard): The Fairview Access Management Implementation Plan is currently 
underway. The Commission will receive more detail on the need and phasing of access 
management on Fairview in the coming months.  

• Five Mile (I-84/Chinden): Franklin/Fairview to begin this year, with Fairview/Ustick slated in 
2015. This would complete Five Mile as a priority corridor. 

• Franklin (Black Cat/Five Mile): Completed to Linder, Ten Mile/Linder underway, and Black 
Cat/Ten Mile and the Black Cat intersection slated to begin in 2016. This would complete 
Franklin as a priority corridor. 

• Meridian Split Corridor: Phase 2 is under construction. 
• Ten Mile (Overland/Ustick): All major intersections are complete from Overland to McMillan; 

segments are completed from Overland to Cherry, with Cherry/Ustick slated in 2015. Also, an 
interim improvement is planned at the Amity intersection in 2014, and the Chinden 
intersection will likely be accomplished through a developer cooperative agreement. 

• Ustick (Ten Mile/Cole): Cloverdale/Five Mile, Locust Grove/Leslie Way, and the Locust Grove 
intersection are planned for 2014.  

 
Staff recommends designating State Street, from 27th to Glenwood as a priority corridor, due to the 
adoption of the State Street Traffic and Transit Operations Plan, and the significant resources that 
ACHD has programmed to the corridor in the coming years. 
 
As a precursor to the next work session where we will discuss initial programming based on the 
prioritization, Attachment 3 is an outline of the prioritization methodology previously approved by the 
Commission. 
 
Programming Issues 

• A robust shelf strategy will be presented in the first IFYWP draft and budget, increasing efforts 
in design and right-of-way phases and allowing construction phases to be “on shelf” as changes 
occur in revenues or project costs. The goal will be to have a shelf list of projects whose 
construction phases represent up to 20% of the capital budget in the out years of the IFYWP. 
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Coupled with a robust list of capital maintenance projects, this strategy will allow the District to 
move more nimbly as conditions change. 

• Staff recommends maintaining the past Commission directed minimum spending target of 5% 
of the capital budget toward Core Community Programs. Vehicle registration fee revenues will 
continue to be programmed in compliance with the ballot language, with half going to Safe 
Routes to School projects and the other half going toward congestion mitigation-related 
projects. Additionally, staff recommends listing all community program projects that have been 
scoped ‘Go’ but not programmed be listed in preliminary development for purposes of tracking 
and visibility. If the Commission has a desire to increase this target, programming options can 
be explored in the Initial Draft IFYWP. 

• Staff recommends increasing combined capital maintenance and overlays to $7M annually from 
the previous target of $5M annually. It is expected as part of the 2014/2015 budget process, 
downtown Boise will the focus of a great deal of maintenance actives.  Project specific 
information will be provided in subsequent drafts of the budget and the IFYWP as the 
Downtown Boise Implementation Plan is completed this summer. As maintenance needs 
continue to increase, sharp declines in the Pavement Condition Index are projected, and the 
District’s deferred maintenance liability is projected to increase. If the Commission has a desire 
to increase funding to maintenance, programming options can be explored in the IFYWP draft. 

 
Joint Intersections 
ACHD and ITD have been working on a number of joint intersections recently, with design underway 
for Eagle/McMillan (construction in 2015), and construction is underway for SH-44/Linder. In order to 
maximize the ability to get agreements in place for these joint intersections, staff recommends listing 
all joint ACHD/ITD intersections that currently meet one or more signal warrants into preliminary 
development in the IFYWP. Currently, there are five such intersections, one of which will be improved 
this year (Eagle/Wainwright), and one of which will likely be accomplished through a developer 
cooperative agreement (Chinden/Ten Mile). The remaining three are SH-16/Beacon Light, SH-
69/Hubbard and SH-69/Lake Hazel. 
 
Next Steps 

• July 17: Initial Draft IFYWP Work Session 
• August 8: Public/agency comments due 
• August 28: Work session on public/agency comments 
• September 25: Hearing for FYWP adoption 

 
Attachments 

1. Unusual Requests and Proposed Responses 
2. Economic Development Requests 
3. Capital Projects Prioritization Methodology



Attachment 1: Unusual Requests 
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Project Requested City City 
Rank Description/Issue 

Linder Overpass (Overland/Franklin) Ada 7 Defer; ITD overpass unfunded at this time, but listed 
as a need in Compass long range plan 

SH 16 & Floating Feather (signal) Ada 1 
Defer; does not currently meet signal warrants; ACHD 
& ITD are considering access modifications and a 
signal at SH16 & Beacon Light. 

SH16 & Beacon Light (intersection 
lighting) Ada 2 Lighting to be installed; subject to agreement with 

Ada County 
28th, Main/Fairview (new street) Boise 13 Evaluating with economic development requests 
32nd Street, Moore/Whitewater Park 
Blvd  (new street) Boise 12 Defer; explore options to preserve ROW as 

redevelopment occurs along 30th extension. 
Beacon, Boise/Broadway  
(lane reduction/medians/bike lanes) Boise 14 Evaluating with economic development requests 

Orchard, Chinden/Overland  
(lane reduction/bike lanes) Boise 9 Evaluating with economic development requests 

Floating Feather Alignment @ Palmer Eagle 9 Defer; to be done through development 
SH44, Edgewood/Horseshoe Bend  
(sidewalk/pathway) Eagle CP4 Refer to ITD; Cash for Towns or TAP candidate 

Three Cities River Crossing Eagle 10 ACHD Commission selected no-build in 2010 
48th, Chinden/Adams Garden City CP9 Defer; not in ACHD ROW 
Adams Street 36th/50th completion 
(new street between 36th & 37th) Garden City 4 Defer; this connection needs development action or 

URA acquisition 
Brown, 36th/41st Garden City 12 Defer; to be done through development 
Carr, 37th/41st Garden City 10 Defer; to be done through development or URA 
Clay, 37th/VMP Garden City 7 Defer; to be done through development or URA 
New Road (Glenwood-Coffey), 
Marigold/Chinden (new street) Garden City 11 Defer; to be done through development 

Reed St. Realignment Garden City 14 Defer; to be done through development 
Indian Creek Greenbelt, east end/Kay Kuna CP1 Defer; not in ACHD ROW 

Broadway, 06th/Locust Grove Meridian R31 Defer; to be done through development (possible 
economic development application) 

Five Mile Creek Path, Badley/Fairview Meridian CP16 Defer; not in ACHD ROW 
SH55 (Eagle Rd), River Valley/Ustick Meridian CP11 Refer to ITD; Cash for Towns or TAP candidate 
Ustick/West 3rd Ped Xing MC CP10 To be built with Ustick/Meridian intersection 
Five Mile & Covered Wagon MSD 5 Canal fencing; canal company refused 
McMillan & Settlers MSD 4 Canal fencing; canal company refused 
Ustick & Black Cat MSD 10 Canal fencing; canal company refused 
Floating Feather collector, Can 
Ada/SH 16 (new/realigned street) Star 2 Defer; to be done through development 

Munger, Floating Feather/Hwy 44  
(new street) Star 1 Defer; to be done through development 

New collector, S. Main/Heron River 
Sub (new street) Star 4 Defer; to be done through development 

SH44 & Main (Star) HAWK Signal Star CP4 Will review after ITD reconfiguration and new traffic pattern 
is established. Request subject to ACHD/ITD agreement 

SH44, Central Business District 
(sidewalk) Star CP3 Refer to ITD; Cash for Towns or TAP candidate 

CP-Community Program Request; R-Road Request; TAP-Transportation Alternative Program; URA-Urban Renewal Agency



Attachment 2: Economic Development Requests 
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Economic Development Project City Description 

28th, Main/Fairview (new street) Boise 
Extend 28th St as a Town Center Local from Main 
to Fairview to improve circulation between one-
way pair in new urban renewal district 

32nd Street, Moore/Whitewater Park Blvd 
(new street) Boise 

Extend 32nd St from Moore to Whitewater Park 
Blvd (30th St) to improve street network and 
circulation 

Beacon, Boise/Broadway (road diet/medians) Boise 
Reconfigure from 4 lanes to 3 lanes, adding bike 
lanes, left turn lanes, and medians, and 
pedestrian crossings on the south side of BSU 

Capital/09th/Royal Boise 
Extend Royal from 9th to Capitol to improve 
circulation and access in and out of the Lusk St 
area and increase its development potential 

Capitol/Crescent Rim, Yale/Eastover Terrace Boise 
Build an improved bike/ped connection next to 
Capitol Blvd between downtown/Boise River and 
the Central Bench 

Emerald & Americana, Orchard/Shoreline  
(road diet) Boise 

Reconfigure between Orchard and Shoreline 
from 4 lanes to 3 lanes, adding bike lanes and 
left turn lanes 

Main/Fairview Area Local Street network Boise 
Develop a plan for the local street network in the 
new urban renewal district and add to Master 
Street Map 

Orchard, Chinden/Overland Boise Reconfigure from 4 lanes to 3 lanes, adding bike 
lanes and left turn lanes 

Orchard, Emerald/Morris Hill Boise 
Work with local businesses to develop a 
complete street plan to improve pedestrian 
access and redesign parking 

Aikens, Eagle/02nd (new street) Eagle Extend Aikens from 1st St to 2nd St to improve 
downtown street grid and circulation 

Plaza Drive Extension, 02nd/Riverside Eagle 

Extend Plaza Dr between 2nd St and Rocky 
Mountain Business Park to improve circulation 
and foster development east of Eagle between 
SH-44 and State St 

Adams, 38th/40th (sidewalk) Garden City 
Complete Adams St with curb, gutter, and 
sidewalk matching existing improvements on 
either end 

Avalon/Bridge/Shortline (landscaped median) Kuna 

Install curbing and drainage for a landscape 
island at the Avalon/Shortline/Bridge 
intersection in coordination with Kuna to create 
a community garden and entry feature 

East 03rd, Carlton/Fairview (new street) Meridian 

Extend East 3rd St between Carlton and Fairview 
to complete a connection to an existing railroad 
crossing and improve downtown connectivity 
and circulation 



Attachment 3: Capital Project Prioritization Methodology  

 

ACHD uses a benefit/cost-based prioritization system for ranking road and intersection projects.  This 
allows for previously separate prioritization lists for roads and intersections to be combined, and for 
some level of comparison between road and intersection projects. 
 
Benefit/Cost Ratio 
An estimated benefit ratio is calculated for each project based on estimated annual safety benefits, 
estimated annual delay reduction benefits, and estimated project cost.  Safety benefits are calculated 
by applying a crash reduction factor to the existing 5-year crash history of each facility based on the 
proposed improvement for that facility. For example, adding a center turn lane should result in 25% 
less accidents of all severity according to the Highway Safety Manual. This reduction in accidents is 
then monetized by applying crash cost estimated provided by the Federal Highway Administration 
($6,600 for property damage/PDO; $57,000 for possible injury/C; $86,000 for visible injury/B; $310,000 
for incapacitating injury/A and fatality/F). 
 
Delay reduction benefits are estimated by calculating the difference in total vehicle delay through a 
facility (road or intersection) before and after an improvement, using forecast volumes based on 
demographic for the IFYWP horizon year (2018) with the network expected at the end of the current 
year, 2013 (e.g. 30th Street and Meridian Split Corridor are assumed complete). The change/reduction 
in delay is then monetized using a value of $20/vehicle-hour of delay, in accordance with the Urban 
Mobility Report. 
 
The safety and delay reduction benefits are added together, multiplied by the expected project life, 
and divided by the project cost. Project life is assumed to be 20 years for most projects, but may be 
longer for more durable facilities such as concrete intersections, or shorter for projects such as interim 
signals. 
 
Programming Score 
Each project receives a score of 0-100 based on the following: 
CICAC Narrative Score: up to 30 points 
System Importance: up to 20 points 
Agency Request: up to 10 points 
Specific Area / Access Management Plan: up to 10 points 
Previous Investment: up to 10 points 
Within City Limits: up to 10 points 
Roadways to Bikeways Plan: up to 10 points 
 
Adjusted Benefit/Cost Ratio 
Once the benefit/cost ratio and the programming score for a project are known, the adjusted 
benefit/cost ratio is determined with the following formula: 
 

Adjusted Benefit/Cost Ratio = Benefit Cost Ratio * (1 + Programming Score/300) 
 

This adjustment can theoretically increase the benefit/cost ratio of a project by up to 33.3%.  Projects 
are then ranked in the prioritization by the adjusted benefit/cost ratio. 
 


